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 1. Favor physics, where are we?

Fundamental Interactions:
Electromagnetic Interaction, mediator: Photon
Weak Interaction,  mediators: W and Z bosons
Gravitational Interaction, mediator: Graviton (?)

Particle aass generating mechanis: 
Higgs Mechanism (God particle reveals it)

Quarks: The building block of Hadrons
u       c      t    (electric charge +2/3 e)   Quarks are elementary particles
d       s      b   (electric charge -1/3 e)     Three generations/families 

Leptons: Particles have no strong interaction
e      (electric charge  0  e)       Leptons are elementary particles
e       (electric charge -1  e)      Three generations/families

 
        

22 1 1 . Status of H iggs boson physics

to the full mγγ distribution in each category. All categories are fitted simultaneously to
determine the signal yield at a particular mass. In the full dataset, the mγγ distribution
after combining all categories are shown for the ATLAS experiment in Fig. 11 .6 and
for the CMS experiment in Fig. 11 .7. ATLAS observes [119] its largest excess over
background at mH = 126.8GeV with a significance of 7.4σ compared with 4.3σ expected
for SM Higgs boson at that mass. CMS observes [120] its largest excess at mH =
125.4GeV with a significance of 3.2σ compared with 4.2σ expected for SM Higgs boson
of that mass.

The signal strength µ = (σ ·B)obs/(σ ·B)SM which is the observed product of the
Higgs boson production cross section (σ) and its branching ratio (B) in units of the
corresponding SM values, is 1.65+ 0.34−0.30 for ATLAS and 0.78± 0.27 for CMS at mH = 125.5
and 125GeV respectively.
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F igure 1 1 .6: The combined invariant mass distribution of diphoton candidates
observed by ATLAS [119]. The residuals of the data with respect to the fitted
background are displayed in the lower panel.

I I I .1 .2. H → Z Z (∗) → + − + −, ( , = e, µ )

In the H → ZZ (∗) → + − + − channel a search is performed for a narrow mass
peak over a small continuous background dominated by non-resonant ZZ (∗) production
from qq annihilation and gg fusion processes. The contribution and the shape of this
background is taken from simulated events. The subdominant and reducible backgrounds
stem from Z + b̄b, tt and Z + jets events. Their contribution is suppressed by requirements
on lepton isolation and lepton impact parameter and their yield is estimated from control
samples in data.
To help distinguish the Higgs signal from the dominant non-resonant ZZ (∗)

background, CMS uses a matrix element likelihood approach [2] to construct a kinematic
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Flavor physics and CP symmetry

Flavor and CP violation are intimately related. 

Flavors: describe several copies of the same gauge representation, namely several 
fields that are assigned the same quantum charges:
u, c, t; d, s, b; e, μ, τ; ѵτ ,ѵμ, ѵe;; …

Flavor physics: the study of interactions that govern flavors. 
Weak interaction one type of flavor change to another type 
neutral current t  c, u; b  s, d; τ  μ, e  μ, e; ѵτ ѵμ, ѵe;… , 
charged current b, s, d  t, c, u;  τ, μ, e  ѵτ ,ѵμ, ѵe;…

CP symmetry: Combined symmetry of C-charge conjugation (particle and anti-particle 
symmetry) and P-space parity (inversion of space directions). 
Strong and electromagnetism interactions respect these symmetries.
Weak interaction violates (breaks) these symmetries.
The mis-match of weak and mass eigen-state bases lead to generation mixing and CP violation!
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Can one negeclects gravitation interaction when studying particle interactions?
The coulomb force between two protons: Fc= e2/r2, 
And Gravitational force: Fg=-Gm2/r2                     |Fg|/|Fc| = 7x10-38 

Gravitational force is much weaker than electromagnetism!

But when study cosmology，gravitational force always add up，but electromagnetism can cancel 
between positively and negatively charged particles!
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The SM of strong and electroweak interactions

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) gauge theory for strong and electroweak interaction
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The number of genrations

In the SM, only 3 generations of quarks and leptons are allowed.

gg -> Higgs ~ (number of heavy quarks)2, if fourth generation 
exist, their mass should be large, 9 times bigger production of 
Higgs. LHC data ruled out more than 3 generations of quarks.

LEP already ruled out more than 3 neutrinos with mass less than mZ/2.

Cosmology and astrophysics, number of light neutrinos also less than 4.

SM, triangle anomaly cancellation: equal number of quarks and leptons!

There are only three generations of sequential quarks and leptons!

Why 3 generations? How do they mix with each other?
Beyond SM, conclusions may change, X-G He and G. Valencia, PPLB707 (2012) 6

Dark matter  cannot  be the 
par t icle  in the standard 
model, which has to be:

Dark Matter : 26.8%

Massive

W IMP

Non baryonic

No charge (electric or color)

Stable (τ > 1026 s, τuniverse ~ 1017 s)

Ax ion

Ster ile neutr ino

. . . . . .
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Quark and Lepton mixing patterns 
The mis-match of weak and mass eigen-state bases lead quark and    
lepton mix within generations.                      



Parameters in the standard model with 3 generations

Gauge boson couplings and masses: g1=g’, g2=g, g3=gs, m, mW, mZ

Fermion Masses: me, m, m, me, m, m

                         mu, md, mc, ms, mt, mb

Higgs boson mass and couplings: mh or mi/v to ith fermion

(Weak mixing angle W: tanW = g2/g1, e =g2 sinW)

em = e2/4, 2=g2
2/4, 3=s==gs

2/4GF = g2/(4     mW
2)

Mixing: quark mixing (3 mixing angles + 1 Dirac-phase)
           Neutrino mixing (3 mixing angles +1 Dirac-phase + 2 Majorana-phases)

1 possible strong CP violating parameter 

Total independent model parameters: 18 +1 without neutrino masses.
                   Another 9 if include neutrino masses at low energies or more. 
(3 gauge couplings + 1 W or Z mass + 1 Higgs coupling or Higgs mass + (6 quark + 3 charged lepton masses) 
+ 3 quark mixing angle + 1 Dirac-phase, 1 strong phase,     and 3+6 neutrino masses, mixing angles and phases)

In the SM flavor physics has a lot to do with these free parameters f
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Flavor physics tests for SM

Discovering new phenomena, and testing various theoretical predictions 
 -> establishment of a theory (Determine the model parameters, looking for 
deviations -> modify the theory…)

Produce various particles and observe how they interact and decay
Production: e+e-, p anti-p, pp… colliders (, e-, p.. hit on Nuclei target…
=> SM particles…
Observe various particle decays, quarks, leptons, gauge bosons, Higgs 
boson… t -> W + b -> l v + c light hadrons (for lighter quarks, one needs 
to study the hadrons containing the specific quark to see it decay 
properties…)

Interaction with probes: g-2 of muon (muon under know magnetic field)…

Cross sections, decay rates, production and decay asymmetries…. Obtain 
desired properties of a theory: coupling constants, mixing angles, parity 
and CP properties…
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What do we know about the SM parameters? 
                                           Many are well measured

em=1/137.035999084(21)  sin2W=0.23121(4)  3=0.1179(9) (GF = 1.1663788(6)x10-5 GeV-2)
mZ=91.1876(21) GeV  mh=125.25(0.17) GeV  
(SM: mW=80.357(6) GeV vs. Recent CDF II data: mW=80.4335(94) GeV  7 away!)

Charged lepton masses: 
me=0.51099895000(15) MeV   m=105.6583755(23) MeV  m= 1776.86(12) MeV

Quark masses: 
mu =1.16(+0.49, -0.26) MeV md=4.67(+0.48, -0.17) MeV, 
ms=93.4(+8.6, -3.4) MeV, mc=1.27(0.02) GeV, 
mb=4.18(+0.03,-0.02) GeV, mt= 172.69(0.30) GeV

Strong CP violating phase  < 10-9

What about quark and neutrino mixing angles 
and CP violating phases, and neutrino masses? 
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Loop level Meson-antiMeson mixing  
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Replacing (d, s) to (d,b) and (s,b), obtain Bd(s)-antiBd(s) mixing
Dominated by heavy top quark in the loop

For Bd(s)-antiBd(s) mixing, VtdVtb
*(VtdVtb

*) term dominate! Determination of Vtd and Vts !
2ReM12 = mb;   mB = 3.334(0.013)x10-10 MeV; mBs=1.1693(0.0004)x10-8 MeV.

mD = 6.56(0.010)10-12 MeV.  Need long distance contributions in SM. 



CP violation Tests

in K0-antiK0 mixing
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SM is consistent with data and   help to determine the phase  
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Status of Quark and Lepton Mixing 
   Quark Mixing                                            Neutrino Mixing

Why they mix the pattern shown above? 



Tests for Standard Model of CV Violation

SM can explain CPV in neutral Kaon mixing. Only doing that 
job is not enough to become part of a SM. 

Predictions made and confirmed. 
Many predictions been confirmed!

Observables: ’, time dependent ACP and independent rate 
asymmetry Sf and Cf in K, D and B decays, and also to test 
unitarity triangle predicted by SM
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Experiment value from NA48 and KTeV:  ’x
15



SM calculation for ’
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Tree and penguin contributions

s->u q’ q, s -> d q’q’ 

Replacing s to b, q to d, or s, apply to  b -> u q’’ q, b -> q q’’ q’ decays.



Experiment value from NA48 and KTeV:  ’x

Lattice calculation: 21.7(8.4)x10-4   (PRD 102 (2020) 505459)
Chiral perturbation calculation: 14(5)x10-4 (Conf. Ser. 1562(2020) 012011)

SM is consistent with data
There are rooms for new physics beyond SM…Keep an eye on this
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These measurements are in consistent 
With SM predictions!
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 Cf type: D -> K+K-, +- ; Sf type: B0 -> J/S
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A large number of CP violating observables measured



The Unitarity Triangle
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The  Jarlskog parameter J (1985)

The area of the triangle = J/2

CPV in SM is always proportional to J

 J  =   s12c12s23c23s13c13
2sin

    =   (3.08+0.15
-0.13)x10-5



Some interesting results

SU(3) symmetry predicts

In SU(3) limit, rc =1.         Data gives: rc=1.26+-0.18
SU(3) is a good approximate symmetry. Deshpande and He, PRL75(1995)1703; He, 
EPJC9(1999)443; He, Li, Lin, JHEP08(2013)065.

Cf type: D K+K-

Unexpected!  Short distance contributions are small
Long distance strong interaction effects important at Charm scale.
SM ~ 2*10-4  need new physics (Chala, Lenz, Rusov, Scholtz, JHEP07(2019) 161)
Global fit for D -> PP decays, can accommodate 
C.W. Chiang and H.Y. Cheng, PRD86(2012) 034036; HN Li, CD Lu, FS Yu, PRD86 (2012)036012.

Cannot be sure if SM is in conflict with data. Room for new physics.



Flavor changing hadronic decays
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Tree and penguin contributions

s->u q’ q, s -> d q’q’ 

Replacing s to b, q to d, or s, apply to  b -> u q’’ q, b -> q q’’ q’ decays.
Similarly for, c -> s u d, udd, uss. Tree dominate, Penguin very small...



Theoretical calculations

Naive factorization (M. Wirbel etal, A. Ali, ...) QCD factorization (M. Benek et 
al., Lu, Xiao,...) and PQCD caculations (HN Li et al, , Lu, Yang, Xiao...et al), 
for hadronic B-meson, b-baryon decays better than D-meson, c-baryon 
decays. Resonable results for branching ratios, and CP violation for B to PP. 

SU(3) flavor symmetry approaches (Chau, Cheng etal., Savage etal, Gronau 
et al, XG He et al, Chiang, HN Li, et al, Geng, liu et al, Hsian et al, Wang, 
Shi, He...). Fitting for B-meson to Octet meson P, B -> PP.

New measurement enable do some detailed analysis for anti-triplet c-
baryon  Tc3 to Octet baryon T8+P well. minimal-chi-square/degree ~ 1. 

But large SU(3) breaking for seemi-leptonic  Tc3 -> T8+l v badly (He, 
Huang, Wang, Xing; Geng et al, Wang et al...).

A puzzle!



Charm baryon decays: Tc3 -> T8+P and SU(3)  
Huang, Xing,He, JHEP05(2022)191; Xing, He, Huang, Yang, arXiv: 2305.1854

F&G known functions of qi, currently no measured decay parameters is related to a’





Predcit the undetermined branching ratios





Large SU(3) breaking in Tc3 -> T8+l v
He, Huang, Wang, Xing, PLB823, (2021) 136765.

SU(3) fit:
a very bad 
one !



SU(3) breaking effects

δf1 and δf1’ breaking effects, as large as the symmetric effects!



2. Anomalies, confirmed? 

CKM unitarity anomaly?                                

|Vub|2 ~ 10-5 negligible, so usually study 
= |Vud|2+|Vus|2-1

Zoom in superallowed 0+ -> 0+ nuclei transition 
and K ->  l show about 3 level deviation

aeXiv:2208.11707
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The RK(*) anomalies
Deviation used to be about 4

LHCb last year Christmas gift, e-Print: 2212.09153 [hep-ex] Now 1 



The RD(*) anomalies lowered to 3

A lot of BSM studies, Higgs. Z’, leptoquark...



W mass anomaly

Muon ahas also been measured to high precision.

BNL experiment (1997 – 2001) final result
for a = a(exp) – a(SM) at 2.7 larger than zero.

FNL experiment first result announce in April, 2021, confirm 
BNL result but with a high confidence level at 3.3

Combining BNL and FNL results, a =251(59)x10-11 . 
The deviation away from SM is at 4.2level!

Recent Lattice calculation indicate the deviation is only
at one level.  More accurate theory calculations and 
Experimental measurement needed to confirm this anomaly.

A lot of efforts have been made to explain this anomaly 
Z’, leptoquark, higgs….  New data to be released soon 
by Fermilab!?
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CP violation anomaly in 

SM prediction is as follow due to neutrak Kaon mixing 

 Experimental measurement differnt by a sign! 

Difficult to produce such a large CP violation even with new physics BSM

Need careful experimental checking!



What  Anomalies tell us?

Unitarity, B decays and muon g-2 that are different from SM predictions and 
therefore not satisfactory.

These anomalies might be some hints of something more that just SM.

Will these anomalies stand with time??? More Data!!!
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–Cambridge Dictionary



    Flavor violation in leptonic processes

       M. Blennow et al., arXiv:2306.010040

No flavor violation observed invovle

charged leptons, nor CP violation.



3. The need of going beyond SM
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The SM is a beautiful and successful model to describe strong and electroweak 
interactions. But how good is it and is there indications that is may not be the 
complete theory addressing all problems facing particle physics? 

Yes, there are many hints. Some of the prominent phenomenological ones are:

The neutrino mass problem. Neutrino oscillations observed requires some of 
the neutrinos (at least two of them) to have non-zero masses. To give a mass 
to a fermion in the SM, one needs to pair up a left and right handed partners, 
example up, down quarks and charged leptons

In the minimal SM, there is not right handed neutrinos in model available, 
therefore need to introduce them.

Need to introduces R in the model. Then one has 

Then m = Y v/sqrt[2]!    Problem: m/me = Y/Ye < 10-6  
Why such a small number?



 
Seesaw models

And models of generating neutrino masses at loop levels.

If only confined to leptons, flavor physics and CP violation will be 
affected in the lepton sector.

Cosmological evidences:  Dark matter, Dark energy 
and matter-antimatter asymmetry

39

SNe Ia

LSS

CMB

Concordance region:

Cosmological scale Galaxy cluster scale Galactic scaleObservations 
support Dark 
Matter at

☞
☝



Neutrino mass hierarchy and CPV

Do not know the absolute values 
of neutrino masses
Do not even know the mass 
hierarchy, Normal or Inverted

JUNO, DUNE, HyperK...
Whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana particles

CP violation

Normal hiearchy seems to incline to 
have a phase δ = π/2

Inverted hierarchy to have a phase 
δ = -π/2 (NOvA) δ = π/2(T2K)



Model building for θ23 = π/4 and δ=+(-)π/2
X-G He,Chin. J. Phys. 53(2015) 100101 E Ma, PRD92(2015)051301; G-N Li, X-G He, PLB750(2015)620

In the charged lepton mass eigenstate basis,  

For δ=+π/2, C <-> C* and D< -> D*

A A4 model to achieve this:                                              under A4

W. Grimus and L. Lavoura, PLB579(2004)113; 
Z.-z Xing and Y. L. Zhou, PLB693(2010)584.



Neutrino Chiral Oscillation

In chiral representation:

Oscilation probability from i to k for dirac neutrinos:

How lept-handed and right-handed are entangeled in in free space? 



Used

Left-handed neutrino oscillated into right-handed one!

S-F Ge & P Pasquini, PLB811(2020)135961; V Bittencourt, A. Bernardini & M. Blasone, EPJC81 (2021)411.



Seesaw Neutrino in Matter



Because the off-diagonal interaction, difficulty to get U(t). For just one light 
and one heavy neutrinos, can get a closed analytic expression.

For more details, see poster by Ming-Wei Li



4. More CP violating observables

CP violation with polarization measurement
a spin-1/2 -> spin-0 + spin-1/2   
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CP violation in Hyperons

A=A + AHyperCP (Femilab E871): 
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Recent measurement from BESIII 
(Nature 606(2022)64)

So far not CP violation effects have been established in baryon decay!. 
Similar ideas can be used for c- and b-baryon decays.



A new way of testing P and CP violation at BESIII
X-G He, J-P Ma, B. Mckellar, PRD 47(1993) 1744; X-G He and J-P Ma, PLB839(2023)137834



CP violation in Higgs h decays into  

49

(Hayreter, He, Valencia, arXiv:1603.06326, arXiv:1606.00951)

(He, Ma, McKellar, Mod. Phys Lett. A9, 205(1994); 
Berge, Bereuther, Kirchner, PRD92,096012(2015))
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Br(h ->) ~ 5x10-2 ,  
Br() ~ 0.1 

106 Higgs bosons, 
sensitivity to A can be 
10% at CEPC.

Data still allow A to be as 
large as /8. Experiments 
should look such CPV.

In the SM A = 0



The EDM of a fundamental particle
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Neutron |Dn| < 1.8 x10-26 ecm,     
electron |De| <1.1 x10-29 ecm 



5. Theory efforts to reduce model parameters
SM has many free parameters. Possible to reduce them?
Extensions of SM usually introduce more paramters in the model!
SUSY, Multi-Higgs, New symmetries, usually, introduce more parameters
(some of them may reduce the parameter in certain sectors)...

Unification is one wayto try: Unify forces - reduce gauge couplings, Unify 
representation - reduce Yukawa coupling, relate masses of particles and etc...
Have more particles with higher masses scale than electroweak scale... but a progress 
for us looking at electroweak scale physics.

Examples: SO(10)

52

Gauge boson in 45 representation, Fermions in 16,
Higgs fields 10 and 120, anti-126, 210…

16 =>             +                 + 



Model has only 11 real parameters plus 7 phases

Babu, Mohapatra (1993)
Fukuyama, Okada (2002)
Bajc, Melfo, Senjanovic, Vissani (2004)
Fukuyama, Ilakovac, Kikuchi, Meljanac, 
Okada (2004)
Aulakh et al (2004)

Bertolini, Frigerio, Malinsky (2004)
Babu, Macesanu (2005)
Bertolini, Malinsky, Schwetz (2006)
Dutta, Mimura, Mohapatra (2007)
Bajc, Dorsner, Nemevsek  (2009)
Jushipura, Patel (2011).             

SO(10) Predictions

Minimal SO(10) Model without 120 

Good prediction for  
Away from Tobe tested!!



6. Conclusions

Flavor Physics is a very lively field of research with a lot of new 
data coming from experiments. SM is being tested to better 
precision, perturbative and global fitting..., Data now demands 
more accurate theoretical hadronic matrix element calculations.

SM is in good shape except in neutrino sector. There are some 
anomalies..., but the error bars are shrinking, still posing 
chanllenges to theoretical studies. A lot of new ideas have been 
proposed to to explain possible anomalies, and new experients 
are going on to provide data to test SM and provide hints for 
new physics beyond. Stay tuned!

Thank you!
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